We prove a subadjunction theorem which relates the multi-adjoint linear system of the ambient space and the linear system of the restricted bundle on a subvariety. MSC 32H25
Introduction
Let M be a complex manifold and L be a line bundle on M and S be a submanifold of M . It is a basic question whether the restriction map
is surjective. In this paper we shall consider this question for multi-adjoint type line bundles under certain geometric conditions. Let us state our result precisely. Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n and let S be a closed complex submanifold of M . Then we consider a class of continuous function Ψ : M −→ [−∞, 0) such that
2. if S is k-dimensional around a point x, there exists a local coorinate (z 1 , . . . , z n ) on a neighbourhood of x such that z k+1 = · · · = z n = 0 on S ∩ U and
The set of such functions Ψ will be denoted by ♯(S). f · e −Ψ · χ R(Ψ,t) dV M for any nonnegative continuous function f with supp f ⊂⊂ M . Here S k denotes the k-dimensional component of S, σ m denotes the volume of the unit sphere in R m+1 , and χ R(Ψ,t) denotes the characteristic funciton of the set R(Ψ, t) = {x ∈ M | −t − 1 < Ψ(x) < −t}. 
Ψ
∈ ♯(S) ∩ C ∞ (M \S) 3. Θ h·e −(1+ǫ)Ψ ≥ 0 for every ǫ ∈ [0, δ] for some δ > 0.
Then every element of
One may think that the assumption on the existence of the function Ψ is somewhat technical or restrictive. But as one see in the last section, this is not the case. In fact one may construct such a function by using an effective Q-divisor on M . In the last section we shall formulate a variant of Theorem 1.1 which would be more useful but a little bit more complicated to formulate. This paper is a continuation of [6] and the most of the ideas are transplanted from [6] . The results in this paper may be considered as a generalization of [6] to the case of nontrivial normal bundles.
Preliminaries

L 2 -extension theorem
Let M be a complex manifold and let (E, h) be a holomorphic hermitian vector bundle over M . Given a positive measure dµ M on M , we shall denote A 2 (M, E, h, dµ M ) the space of L 2 holomorphic sections of E over M with respect to h and dµ M . Let S be a closed complex submanifold of M and let dµ S be a positive measure on S. The measured submanifold (S, dµ S ) is said to be a set of interpolation for (E, h, dµ M ), or for the sapce A 2 (M, E, h, dµ M ), if there exists a bounded linear operator 
(b) M \X is a Stein manifold which intersects with every component of S.
2. Θ h ≥ 0 in the sense of Nakano,
4. e −(1+ǫ)Ψ · h has semipositive curvature in the sense of Nakano for every ǫ ∈ [0, δ] for some δ > 0. 
Under these conditions, there exits a constant C and an interpolation operator from
A 2 (S, E ⊗ K M | S, h ⊗ (dV M ) −1 | S, dV M [Ψ]) to A 2 (M, E ⊗ K M , h ⊗ (dV M ) −1 .dV M )
Analytic Zariski decompositon
In this subsection we shall introduce the notion of analytic Zariski decompositions. By using analytic Zariski decompositions, we can handle big line bundles like nef and big line bundles. 
is an isomorphim. In fact an AZD of L can be constructed as follows. Let E be the set of singular hermitian metric on L defined by
We set
where the infimum is taken pointwise. Then it is easy to check that h min is an AZD of L.
The AZD h min constructed as above is said to be a canonical AZD of L. Also this construction can be generalized to the case of singular hermitian line bundles whose curvature current is bounded from below by some negative multiple of a Kähler form.
Inductive construction of metrics
Let X be a smooth projective variety and let K X be the canonical line bundle of X. Let h be a canonical AZD of K X + L. Let n denote the dimension of X.
Let A be a sufficiently ample line bundle on X such that for every pseudoeffective singular hermitian line bundle (F, h F )
and
are globally generated. This is possible by [5, N (m) } be an orthonormal basis of
) with respect to the inner product :
where dV is an arbitrary nowhere degenerate C ∞ volume form on X. We set
where | σ
Clearly it is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis. And we define the singular hermitian metric
It is clear that K m has semipositive curvature in the sense of currents. We note that for every
holds by definition (cf. [2, p.46, Proposition 1.4.16]). Let dV be a C ∞ -volume form on X with respect to a Kähler form ω on X. For a singular hemitian line bundle (F, h F ) on X, let A 2 (M, F, h F , dV ) denote the Hilbert space of L 2 holomorphic sections of F with respect to h F and dV . We may also assume that for any pseudoeffective singular hemitian line bundle (F, h F ) and for any point x ∈ X, there exists an interpolation operator
such that the operator norm of I x is bounded from above by a positive constant independent of x ∈ X and (L, h L ), where δ x denotes the Dirac measure at x. This is certainly possible, if we take A to be sufficiently ample. In fact let x be a point on X and let (U, z 1 , . . . , z n ) be a local coordinate neighbourhood of x which is biholomorphic to ∆ n and z i (x) = 0(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then by Theorem 2.1, we find an interpolation operator
such that the operator norm of I U x is bounded from above by a positive constant C U independent of (F, h F ). Now we note that the curvature of h A ·h F is bounded from below by the Kähler form Θ A . Let ρ be a C ∞ -function on X such that Supp ρ ⊂⊂ U , 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and ρ ≡ 1 on a neighbourhood of x. Let σ x be an
Then replacing (A, h A ) by its sufficiently high positive multiple, we may assume that
holds on X. We also note that there exists a positive constant C ′ U independent of (F, h F ) and σ x such that
holds, where |∂(ρ · I U x σ x ) | 2 denotes the norm with respect to h A · h F and ω. In fact C ′ U only depends on C U and the supremum of the norm of∂ρ with respect to ω. Then by the usual L 2 -estimate, we may assume that we can solve thē
holds for a positive constant C independent of (F, h F ) and σ x . Then
is an extension of σ x . Since X is compact, moving x and U , by the above estimates this implies the assertion.
Lemma 3.1 Let h be a canonical AZD of K X constructed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Then the inclusion :
holds for every m ≥ 0.
By the choice of A and Lemma 3.1, h m is well defined for every m ≥ 0. Now we shall make the above lemma quantitative.
Lemma 3.2 There exists a positive constant C such that
Proof. Let us denote the Bergman kernel of A + m(K X + L) with respect to a singular hermitian metric H on A + m(K X + L) and the volume form dV by
Then by the L 2 -extension form a point to X as above we have that
hold for some positive constant C. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Q.E.D.
On the other hand by the Cauchy's inequality we have :
There exists a positive constantC such that for every m ≥ 1,
By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3
is a well defined volume form on X which does not vanish outside of a set of measure 0. We set
Then by Lemma 3.2, we see that
holds. By the definition of h ∞ , it is clear that the curvature Θ h∞ is semipositive in the sense of current. Hence by the construction of h, we see that there exists a positive constant C ′ such that the opposite estimate :
Hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Let h ∞ be the above singular hermitian metric on
4 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let M, S, L be as in Theorem 1.1. Let h S be a canonical AZD of K M +L | S . Let A be a sufficiently ample line bundle on M . Let us define the singular hemitian metric on m(
Then as in the last section, we see that
exists and an AZD of K M + L | S . We consider the Bergman kernel
where {σ 
M ·h L , dΨ S ), σ = 1} holds for every x ∈ S. We note that as in Lemma 3.2 there exists a positive constant C 0 independent of m such that
holds for every m ≥ 1. Hence inductively on m, we can extend each
with the estimate σ ≤ C σ where C is a positive constant independent of m, 's denote the L 2 -norms respectively and we have defined
Then by the above inductive estimates, we see that
exists and gives an extension of h ∞,S . Then by Theorem 2.1 we may extend every element of
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Generalization of Theorem 1.1
Let M be a smooth projective variety and let (L, h L ) be a singlar hermitian line bundle on M such that Θ hL ≥ 0 on M . Let dV be a C ∞ -volume form on M . Let σ ∈ Γ(M , OM (m 0 L)⊗I(h)) be a global section. Let α be a positive rational number ≤ 1 and let S be an irreducible subvariety of M such that (M, α(σ)) is logcanonical but not KLT(Kawamata log-terminal) on the generic point of S and (M, (α − ǫ)(σ)) is KLT on the generic point of S for every 0 < ǫ << 1. We set Ψ = α log h L (σ, σ).
We shall assume that S is not contained in the singular locus of h, where the singular locus of h means the set of points where h is +∞.
For the moment we shall consider the case that S is smooth (when S is not smooth, we just need to repeat the following argument after taking an embedded resolution of S). In this case Ψ may not belong to ♯(S), since Ψ may not have the prescribed singularity along S as in the definition of ♯(S). But the proof of Theorem 2.1 and hence proof of Theorem 1.1 also works in this case except a minor difference. The difference is that dV M [Ψ] (which is defined similarly as above) may have singularities along some Zariski closed subset of S. Let dµ S be a C ∞ -volume form on S and let ϕ be the function on S defined by
According to the singularity of ϕ, the proof of Theorem 1.1 must be modified as follows.
where H S runs singular hermitian metrics on K M + dL satisfying the above conditions. Let A be a sufficiently ample line bundle on M . We set As we mentioned as above the smoothness assumption on S is just to make the statement simpler.
As an example of an application, we have : holds where t is any regular value of π and P m denotes the m-th plurigenus.
